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Table 3.6.2a

INSTRUIVIENTATIONTHAT INITIATESSCRAM

Limitin Condition for 0 eration

Parameter

Minimum No.
of Tripped or
Operable

Minimum'o. of
Operable Instrument

Channels per
Operable

S~et Poin

Reactor Mode Switch
Position in Which
Function Must Be

0 erable

C

O

CD

CL

e

CD

(1) Manual Scram

(2) High Reactor Pressure

(3) High Drywell Pressure

( 1080 psig

( 3.5 psig

(p) X X

x (a) (a)

(4) Low Reactor Water
Level

> 53 inches
(Indicator Scale)

(5) High Water Level Scram
Discharge Volume

< 45 gal. (b)
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NOZES H)R TABLES 3.6.2a and 4.6.2a
May be bypassed when necessary for containtnent inerting.

May be bypassed in the refuel and shutdawn positions of the reactor Inde switch with a keylock switch.

May be bypassed in the refuel and startup positions of the reactor mode switch when reactor pressure is less than
600 psi, or for the purpose of performing reactor coolant system pressure testing and/or control rod scraIn time
testing with the reactor mode switch in the refuel position.

No more than one of the four IRN inputs to each trip system shall be bypassed.

No more than two C or D level LpRM inputs to an ApRM shall be bypassed and only four ZPRM inputs to an ApRM shall
be bypassed in order for the APRM to be considered operable .No more than one of the four APRM inputs to each
trip systsn shall be bypassed provided that the APRM in the other instr|steat channel in the same core quadrant is
not bypassed. A Travelling In-Core Probe (TIP) chamber may be used as a substitute APRM iIIput if the TIP is
positioned in close proximity to the failed LPRN it is replacing.

Calibrate prior to starting and normal shutdawn and thereafter check once per shift and test once per week until
no longer required.

IRN's are bypassed when APRM's are onscale. APRN dawnscale is bypassed when IRN's are onscale.

Each of the four isolation valves has two limit switches. Each limit switch provides input to one of two
instruInent channels in a single trip system.

May be bypassed when reactor pawer level is belaw 45%.

Trip upon loss of oil pressure to the acceleration relay.

May be bypassed when placing the reactor mode switch in the SHUHXWN position and all contxol rods are fully
1Ilserted

Only the trip circuit will be calibrated and tested at the frequencies specified in Table 4.6.2a, the primary
sensor willbe calibrated and tested once per operating cycle.

'Ihis calibration shall consist of the adjustment of the APRN channel to conform to the pcarer values calculated by
a heat balance during reactor operation when 'IKPMALPQKR > 25% of KEYED LHEZMAL POWER. Adjust the APRN channelif the absolute difference is greater than 24 of RATED KKZMALPOWER. Any APRN channel gain adjustment made in
campliance with Figure 2.1.1 shall nat be included in deternlining the absolute difference.

Amendment No.P1,~~ 196
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NOSES H)R TABLES 3.6.2a and 4.6.2a cont
(n) Within 24 hours prior to the planned start of the hydrogen injection test with the reactor power at greater than

20~ rated pawer, the normal full-power radiation bach:~nd level and associated trip and alarm setpoints may be
changed based on a calculated value of the radiation level expected during the test. %he background radiation
level and ~iated trip and alarm setpoints may be adjusted during the test program based on either calculations
or measure|tents of actua1 radiation levels resulting fram hydrogen injection. 'Ihe background radiation level
shall be determined and assceiated trip and alarm setpoints shall be reset within 24 hours of re-establishing
normal radiation levels after completion of the hydrogen injection or within 12 hours of establishing reactor
pcarer levels below 20% rated power, while these functions are required to be ~mme. At reactor pawer levels
below 20~ rated power, hydrogen injection shall be terminated and the injection sy.~n secured.

(o) A channel may be placed in an inoperable status for up to 2 hours for required surveillances without placing the
Trip Systetn in the tripped condition provided at least one operable channel in the same trip sy.~n is monitoring
that parameter. This time interval is extended up to 5 hours for the High Radiation Main-Steam Line Instrunent
Channel Calibration surveillance.

(p) May be bypassed during reactor coolant system pressure testing and/or control rod scram time testing.

Amendment No. ~ ~ 196a





ATTACHMZNT B
NIAGARA MOHAIR PCNZR CORPORATION

LICZNSZ NO. DPR-63
DOCZET NO. 50-220

Su ortin Information and No Si nificant Hazards Considerations
A~nal sis

Back round

Niagara Mohawk submitted an emergency technical specification
amendment on April 5, 1988 (as revised by letter dated April 8,
1988). This amendment allowed the Reactor Mode Switch to be
placed in the Refuel position for reactor coolant system pressure
testing, control rod scram testing, and scram recovery
operations. Attachment D of that submittal contained a detailed
description of reactor coolant system pressure testing and
control rod scram time testing. The need to bypass the high
reactor pressure and main steam line isolation valve position
scrams in order to perform the required surveillances was
discussed on page D-3 of that submittal. That submittal was
approved on June 9, 1988.

During a recent review of the plant procedure for reactor coolant
system pressure boundary tests and control rod scram time tests,it was discovered that Technical Specification Table 3.6.2a items
(2) and (6) were not clear in describing the bypassing of these
scram instruments during the performance of the above required
testing.
The April 5, 1988 (as revised by April 8, 1988) submittal failed
to provide adequate clarifications to Table 3.6.2a for
performance of Surveillances 4.1.1c (Scram Insertion Times) and
4.2.6 (Inservice Inspection and Testing, i.e., Reactor Coolant
System Pressure Boundary testing).
Discussion

System hydrostatic testing is conducted at a minimum of 1050
psig, which requires a minimum temperature for pressurization of
approximately 222'F (system pressure testing for control rod
drive penetration (stub tube) repairs may be performed at a
minimum of 900 psig as authorized by NRC letter dated March 25,
1987). The High Reactor Pressure scram setpoint (1080 psig
maximum) is very close to the minimum required test pressure of
1050 psig. Since the reactor coolant system is pressurized and
isolated during the performance of system pressure tests and the
only heat loss is due to ambient transfer, the reactor coolant
temperature and pressure may continue to gradually rise due to
heat from system pressurization, decay heat in the fuel, and pump
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heat from operation of the recirculation pumps. The Main Steam
Line Isolation Valves are closed as part of the reactor pressure
boundary during system pressure testing. To avoid unnecessary
actuations of the reactor protection system and hydraulic cycles
on control rod scram components, the High Reactor Pressure scram
and Main Steam Isolation Valve Position scram should be bypassed.

Nine Mile Point Unit 1 Technical Specification Surveillance
Requirement 4.1.1c requires all operable control rods to be scram
time tested at a minimum pressure of 800 psig after each major
refueling outage and prior to power operation. The control rod
scram time testing in Surveillance Requirement 4.1.1c must be
performed in the Shutdown Condition and can only be performed
during a system pressure test, as this is the only condition
under which the required minimum pressure of 800 psig can be
achieved.

Upon completion of the reactor coolant system pressure test,
pressure is reduced to approximately 850 psig with the reactor
coolant system solid to conduct control rod scram time testing.
Experience has shown that it takes approximately twelve (12)
hours to scram time test the one hundred twenty-nine (129)
control rods.

With the Reactor Mode switch in Shutdown, control rods cannot be
withdrawn. In order to conduct control rod scram time testing,
the reactor mode switch must be in the Refuel or Power operating
(startup or run) position so that a rod may be withdrawn.
However, performance of control rod scram time testing with the
Mode Switch in the Run or Startup position is not permitted by
Technical Specification 4.1.1c as this surveillance is required
to be performed prior to power operation. The past practice has
been to conduct scram time testing of control rods in conjunction
with reactor coolant system pressure testing (system leakage and
hydrostatic testing). Technical Specification Amendment 99,
approved by the NRC on June 9, 1988, authorized placing the Mode
switch in the Refuel position to perform control rod scram time
testing with a Reactor Operating Condition of Shutdown-Hot.
Performance of this testing in the Shutdown Condition with the
Mode switch position in Refuel provides the most controlled
conditions for test performance. The system pressure
(hydrostatic) testing curve for minimum temperature for
pressurization can be utilized for control rod scram time testing
as it does not cause additional thermal stresses on the vessel.
Minor pressure changes, as a result of the testing, have no
effect on the fracture toughness considerations. Actual
experience at Nine Mile Point Unit 1 has been that pressure
changes of 5-10 psi occur during an individual rod scram.

While Amendment 99 authorized placing the Mode switch in the
refuel position, with reactor pressure greater than 600 psig and
the Main Steam Line Isolation Valves closed (( 904 open), a
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reactor scram condition prevents any rod withdrawals. Control
rod scram time testing cannot be physically accomplished under
this condition. Removal of the Main Steam Line Isolation Valve
position scram signal is required and is accomplished by the
installation of a jumper. During reactor coolant system pressure
testing and control rod scram time testing with the reactor mode
switch in the refuel position, electrical interlocks exist to
prevent the withdrawal of more than one rod. The one rod out
interlock imposed by the refuel position of the Reactor Mode
switch will ensure an inadvertent criticality does not occur
during system test. Assurance that reactor criticality cannot be
achieved is provided by Technical Specification 3.7.1, "Shutdown
Margin Demonstration", which must be performed prior to reactor
coolant system pressure and control rod scram time tests
following refuel outages when core alterations are performed.

Conclusion

During reactor coolant pressure testing all rods are fully-
inserted. During control rod scram time testing one rod at a
time will be withdrawn. With the Reactor Mode Switch in the
Refuel position, an electrical interlock prevents more than one
control rod from being withdrawn. Shutdown margin, required
prior to reactor coolant pressure and control rod scram time
testing, in conjunction with the one-rod-out interlock ensures
the reactor cannot be made critical with the removal of only one
rod ~

Although the Reactor Mode Switch will be in the Refuel position,
plant conditions during the performance of the reactor coolant
pressure testing and control rod scram testing preclude refueling
activities. The reactor vessel head will be installed and
reactor pressure will be a minimum of 800 psig for the
performance of control rod scram time testing. Therefore there
is no possibility for a refuel accident.

The removal of the High Reactor Pressure and Main Steam Line
Isolation Valve Position Scram signals during reactor coolant
system pressure testing and/or control rod scram time testing,
with the Reactor Mode Switch in the Refuel position, does not
create nor increase the probability or consequences of accidents
previously evaluated. This revision will not create the
possibility of a new or different accident nor reduce the margin
of safety.

10CFR50.91 requires that at the time a licensee requests an
amendment, it must provide to the commission its analysis, using
the standards in 10CFR50.92, about the issue of no significant
hazards consideration. Therefore, in accordance with 10CFR50.91,
the following analysis has been performed:
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The o eration of Nine Mile Point Unit 1 in accordance with the
ro osed amendment will not involve a si nificant increase in

the robabilit or conse uences of an accident reviousl
evaluated.

Reactor coolant system pressure testing is performed with all
control rods inserted and with the reactor mode switch in the
refuel position. The systems required to be operable to mitigate
a loss of coolant accident under these conditions are still
required to be operable (core spray and containment spray).
Inadvertent criticality is precluded by the refuel one-rod-out
interlock and shutdown margin demonstration performed as required
by Technical Specification 4.7.1. Therefore removal of the High
Reactor Pressure and Main Steam Line Isolation Valve position
during the above conditions will not involve a significant
increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.

Control rod scram time testing is performed in conjunction with
the reactor coolant system pressure testing. One control rod at
a time is withdrawn to allow for insertion time testing. As
provided above the refuel one-rod-out interlock and shutdown
margin demonstration prevents inadvertent criticality. The
systems required to mitigate a loss of coolant accident under
test conditions are still required to be operable (core spray and
containment spray). Therefore the removal of the Main Steam Line
Isolation Valve position scram during control rod insertion time
testing will not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

Although the reactor mode switch will be in the refuel position,
refuel operations cannot physically occur. The reactor vessel
head will be required to be installed to achieve required test
pressures precluding core alteration in the vessel. Therefore
bypassing of reactor scram signals for the above tests will not
affect the probability or consequences of refueling accidents.

The o eration of Nine Mile Point Unit 1 in accordance with the
ro osed amendment will not create the ossibilit of a new or

different kind of accident from an accident reviousl
evaluated.

This proposed change removes the High Reactor Pressure and Main
Steam Line Isolation Valve Scram functions during reactor coolant
system pressure testing and/or control rod scram insertion time
testing. The performance of shutdown margin demonstration and
control rod exercise checks assure that the reactor cannot be
made critical with only one control rod withdrawn. These tests
in conjunction with the refuel one-rod-out interlock with the
reactor mode switch in the refuel position, assures inadvertentcriticality does not occur during reactor coolant system pressure
and/or control rod scram insertion time testing. These changes
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will not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated.

The o eration of Nine Mile Point Unit 1 in accordance with the
ro osed amendment will not involve a si nificant reduction in a

mar in of safet

The proposed amendment will allow bypassing of the Main Steam
Line Isolation Valve Position and Reactor High Pressure Scram
during reactor coolant pressure testing and control rod scram
insertion time testing. Adequate protection from inadvertent
criticality is provided by control rod exercise checks, shutdown
margin demonstration, and refuel one-rod-out interlocks. Removal
of these two scram signals from the Reactor Protection System
circuitry during performance of the above testing does not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

Although the reactor mode switch will be in the refuel position,
refuel operations cannot physically occur. 'he reactor vessel
head will be required to be installed to achieve required test
pressures precluding core alteration in the vessel. Therefore
bypassing of reactor scram signals for the above tests does not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety for
refueling operations.
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